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Hammock, Picnic Blanket, Beach Towel, 
Bug Net, and Tarp 
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Nakie Hammock 3

What is included

HAMMOCK BAG 2X STRAPS 2X CARABINER

Wrap the Strap around the tree and 
loop it through the one side.

Unravel the hammock.

Do the same on the other tree.

Clip the Carabiner on the Loop from 
the strap on the other side.

Clip the Carabiner on the Loop from 
the strap.

Hammock set up complete.
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How to set it up

SCAN ME!



How to roll it up
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Use the clips to secure the rolled 
blanket in place which has adjustable 
straps.

Fold the blanket once along its long 
axis, creating a narrower shape.

Fold it once more along the same 
axis, further reducing the size.

Fold it in half again, neatly aligning 
the edges for a compact fold.

Roll the folded blanket from one end 
to the other.

Start by laying the picnic blanket flat 
on the ground, with the pattern facing 
down.
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Fold the blanket in half, bringing one 
edge to meet the other.
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Nakie Picnic Blanket
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Nakie Beach Towel 5

How to roll it up

Grab your towel lengthwise and fold 
it in half.

Fold it in half one last time, so it’s 
nice and small.

Fold it in half again. Then just fold it in thirds.
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SCAN ME!

Once more, always making the big-
gest side smaller.

3 Finally, place it straight back into 
the bag.
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Nakie Bug Net 6

What is included

BUG NET 1X TOP LINE

Begin by inserting your hand through 
the designated opening on one side 
of the bug net.

Wrap the top line around the tree and 
back through the Line Locker. Make 
sure to pull it tight.

Begin on one side and use all the clips 
to attach the bugnet to the top line.

Guide the bug net through the ham-
mock, ensuring it envelops the entire 
hammock securely.

Unzip the bugnet, climb into your 
hammock, and relax.
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How to set it up

SCAN ME!

Tighten the loops on both ends of the 
bug net.
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Nakie 3m x 3m Waterproof Tarp

7

Middle Apex Tie-out Loop

Quarter Apexes Corner

Diagonal Apexes

This diagram serves as a visual reference to help you understand the consistent 
terminology used in the guide.

Know Your Tarp
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How it works
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Feed the line underneath, through the 
back hole of the line locker.

1

Pull the line and feed it though the 
top front hole.

2

Pull tight and the line locker with 
secure the line.

3

Nakie Line Locker
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Take the all-black rope, the ridgeline, 
and loop it around both sides of the 
tree.

1

HOW TO SET UP:

Loop it around the other tree and pass 
it back through the line locker, pulling 
tightly to secure.

4 

Secure the black and white rope to the 
line locker on the corner of the tarp. 
Connect the rope to each peg with the 
line locker.

5Throw the tarp over the hammock or 
bugnet.

2 

Feed the ridgeline through the no-knot 
line locker (refer to page 8), grab the 
remaining part of the ridgeline, and 
thread it through the eyelets along the 
middle apex of the tarp.

3
Push the pegs into the ground and ad-
just the tension of the rope using the 
line locker as needed.

6

A-Frame
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Refer to page 8 for detailed 
instructions on using the line 
locker

SCAN ME!



Take the all-black rope, the ridgeline, 
and loop it around both sides of the 
tree.

1

HOW TO SET UP:

Loop it around the other tree and pass 
it back through the line locker, pulling 
tightly to secure.

4 

Secure the black and white rope to the 
line locker on the front two corners of 
the tarp. Connect the rope to two pegs 
with the line locker and secure the 
front two corners.

5Feed the ridgeline through the no-knot 
line locker (refer to page 8).

2 

Grab the remaining part of the ridge-
line and thread it through the eyelets 
along the quarter apex of the tarp.

3

Peg down the back two corners if 
required.

6

Lean-To
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Take the all-black rope, the ridgeline, 
and loop it around both sides of the 
tree at hip-height.

1

HOW TO SET UP:

Loop it around the other tree and pass 
it back through the line locker, pulling 
tightly to secure.

4 

Fold the tarp at the middle apex, 
neatly tucking the extra material 
underneath the shelter. Secure the 
three tie-out loops along the middle 
apex with pegs. This will create your 
groundsheet.

5

Feed the ridgeline through the no-knot 
line locker (refer to page 8).

2 

Grab the remaining part of the ridge-
line, and thread it through the 3 middle 
tie-out loops on the tarp edge.

3 Peg down the edge loops on the sus-
pended quarter apex. Then peg down 
the front two corners.

6

Stealth Shelter
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Above head-height, loop the ridgeline 
(all black rope) around the tree and 
back through the line locker.

1

HOW TO SET UP:

Pull the other corners to the left and 
right a secure with pegs.

3

Pull the opposite tarp corner out and 
peg down the second edge loops.

2 Great way to set up the tarp for pro-
tection with only one tree.

4

Plough Point
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At head-height take the all-black rope, 
the ridgeline, and loop it around both 
sides of the tree.

1

HOW TO SET UP:

Loop it around the other tree and pass 
it back through the line locker, pulling 
tightly to secure.

4 

Secure the black and white rope to the 
line locker on the 2 hanging corners of 
the tarp. Connect the rope to each peg 
with the line locker.

5Feed the ridgeline through the no-knot 
line locker (refer to page 8).

2 

Grab the remaining part of the ridge-
line, and thread it through the eyelets 
along the diagonal apex of the tarp.

3
Push the pegs into the ground and ad-
just the tension of the rope using the 
line locker as needed.
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Diamond
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At chest-height take the all-black rope, 
the ridgeline, and loop it around both 
sides of the tree

1

HOW TO SET UP:

Fold the tarp along the quarter apex 
that is nearest to the ground, tucking 
the extra material beneath the shelter 
to create a groundsheet.

5

Peg down the groundsheet corners6

Feed the ridgeline through the no-knot 
line locker (refer to page 8).

2 

Grab the remaining part of the ridge-
line, and thread it through the eyelets 
along the quarter apex of the tarp.

3

Loop it around the other tree and pass 
it back through the line locker, pulling 
tightly to secure.

4

Secure the black and white rope to the 
line locker on the 2 top corners of the 
tarp. Connect the rope to each peg 
with the line locker.

7

Push the pegs into the ground and ad-
just the tension of the rope using the 
line locker as needed.

8

C-Fly
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At chest-height, loop the ridgeline (all 
black rope) around the tree and back 
through the line locker.

1

HOW TO SET UP:

Grab the 3rd tie out loop on the right 
side and peg it to the ground. Do the 
same on the other side.

3

Pull the opposite tarp corner out and 
peg down.

2 

This will result in a triangles piece 
on either side of the shelter. Tuck 
them beneath the tarp to create your 
groundsheet.

4

Bivy
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At head height, take the all-black rope, 
the ridgeline, and loop it around both 
sides of the tree.

1

HOW TO SET UP:

Loop it around the other tree and pass 
it back through the line locker, pulling 
tightly to secure.

4

Feed the ridgeline through the no-knot 
line locker (refer to page 8).

2 

Grab the remaining part of the ridged-
line and thread it through the eyelets 
along the edge of the tarp.

3 

Peg down each corner and add addi-
tional pegs in the middle if needed.

5

Full Lean
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